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Research Priorities In Service Science 

Today, ISSIP.org is helping to establish service science programs globally.  Previously, IBM has 
worked with over 500 universities and their engineering, business, computer science, social science, 
design, arts & humanities, and other faculty to help establish and/or evolve service science related 
programs.  IBM recruits both early career for global delivery centers as well as top-graduate students 
for IBM Research in areas related to service science.  These hires are typically T-shapes with depth 
and breadth. The curriculum spans disciplines, sectors, and cultures (see http://www.service-
science.info). 

While continuing to establish and evolve service science related education programs remains 
important to meet the hiring needs of industry, there is also a need to set basic research directions:  

1) Measurement and modeling tools: Rigorously estimating the numbers and types of service 
systems that exist, and modeling them is essential.   Social physics and big data sets may be 
an approach (Pentland 2014).  How does the rise of big data shed light on service system 
modeling? 

2) Grand challenge research challenges: The ISPAR model of entity interactions (Maglio et al 
2009), and Z-theory of work evolution (Spohrer & Maglio 2008) need to be made more 
rigorous.  How does the rise of cognitive systems (smart machines for smart service systems) 
impact these models? 

 
3) Foundational principles:  The Ricardian Law of Comparative Advantage, modernized to 

include e-sourcing, needs to be combined with a theory of learning curves and technological 
improvements in productivity to better establish the mathematical foundations of service 
science.  How does outsourcing and relocalization of production in multiscale markets shed 
light the evolving ecology of nested, networked service systems? 

 
Establishing tools, grand challenges, and foundational principles will set the stage for improved 
education and design of complex engineered service systems. Making progress on the foundations 
of service science, including grand challenge research questions, will depend heavily on advanced 
simulation tools of knowledge-intensive, IT-intensive, cognitive-systems-intensive service ecologies. 
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